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First IDI goes
to Aerospace
For over a year Memorex has been
working on a feature to improve system
throughput on 367X and 365X prod
ucts. The company recently marked a
milestone in that program. The first

production unit of the 3675 Intelligent
Dual Interface (IDI) feature was ship

ped to Aerospace, Inc., Los Angeles. It
is expected that the factory installed
3650 IDI will be available April 30.
With
the
IDI
feature,
system

throughput can improve as much as 45
percent, depending on application and
equipment configuration. The IDI en
hances system performance by pro
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the CPU's main memory to the disc

performance features—dual access
paths to disc drives; dynamic switching
of the string controllers among storage
control units—which saves overhead;

and the capability of string switching.
Cafe au lait and beignets, the French
Quarter and the lazy Mississippi river,
the beat of Dixieland jazz—these were

just a few of the charms that New
Orleans, a city filled with nostalgia from
the days of French and Spanish rule,
extended

to

members

of

the

1978

Quota Club.

The city seemed to add a feeling of
excitement to a meeting already brim

ming with anticipation. A jazz ensemble
playing music from the heart of Dixie
sparked the first day of the meeting and
practically had club members forming
their own Mardi Gras parade. Multi-

image slide modules telling the New
Orleans story were featured throughout
the conference. They included the
history of the city, the birth of jazz, and,
of course, a bit about the Ambassador
of Jazz, Louis "Satchmo" Armstrong.

In addition to that, customers should

Meeting Highlights
Many excellent presentations were
given by various Memorex managers.
James Dobbie, Executive Vice Presi
dent, gave a keynote address that drew
applause several times, including when
he candidly discussed the standard

appreciate the improvements in relia
bility, availability, and serviceability.
The second string controller provides
automatic backup to each string. If one
of two string controllers (DC) powered
down for maintenance, the IDI feature
will continue to service the string

Charlie

through 2 string switching. Moreover,

Splaine gave the closing remarks. Put
ting aside his carefully-prepared 36
page speech he said, "How many times

in combination with in-line Memorex

workload

hours

situation.

and ways can one say thank-you?" and
then delivered his speech informally.

microdiagnostics,
IDI
allows
troubleshooting and repairs to be per
formed on specific disc drives within a
string without interrupting the opera

Other speakers included Tom
Stevens, Manager of Budgets and

tion of other functioning spindles.
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'Ombudsman' addresses FE quality of life issues
An ombudsman
is defined as a
watchman for the interests of the ordinary citizen. His function is to cut
through layers of bureaucratic red tape,
acting on complaints from the citizenry
to see that justice is done.
Memorex's
field
engineering
organization,
now, has a person that
pretty much fits the description of ombudsman. Since March first, Lou Perkins has been responsible for listening
to and acting upon many key field
engineering issues. By title he is Field
Engineering
Standards Manager and
reports to Frank Juliano, National Field
Engineering Manager. This new position was created so field engineering
would
have
someone
specifically
focusing
on its needs. Previously,
Perkins
was Western
Region
FE
Manager.
In describing
his job, Perkins is
candid about his purpose. "I'm basically concerned with the quality of life for
field engineers," he explains. "We want
to insure the best working standards
for them and give them the professional
recognition they deserve."
"Twenty years ago," he continued,
"A person derived his self-worth from
his job. Work itself was an end, and the
term 'workaholic' was not bad. Today
though, some attitudes are changing.
Work is a means to an end. Some
people draw more of their worth from
life
outside
the
office-hobby
or
whatever. Memorex does not want to
pressure anyone into a lifestyle that is
not compatible with his personal goals.
This is where 'quality of life' issues
come into focus."
When he assumed his job, Perkins
knew that his first task would be to
define the major concerns of the field.
He therefore conducted a survey. From
it he learned that the top three issues
were: 1) spares, 2) spares and 3)
spares.
Attention to the spare parts issue
was already underway. One task force
was working on an immediate solution
to site-down
problems; another task
force was establishing
specifications
which would help determine
proper
spares needed in the field. But for a
long-term, permanent solution to the
spares situation a special task force
was
established
by
Jim
Dobbie,

In describing his job, Perkins is candid about his purpose. "I'm
basically concerned with the quality of life for field engineers,"
he explains. "We want to insure the best working standards for
them and give them the professional recognition they deserve. "

Lou Perkins,
"ombudsman"
engineers.

left, discusses
a point
for the company, Perkins

with members
of the spare parts task force. An
is primarily concerned
with the quality of life for field

Executive Vice President. Perkins is a
member of that task force.
According to Perkins, the task force
is writing specifications for a complete
spares
system.
It
will
include
forecasting,
ordering,
manufacturing
and usage of spare parts, as well as
ownership accountability.
Much of the reason for FE overti me
stems from the spare parts issue. This
nine-member task force, headed by Jim
Key, Manager of Corporate Materials, is
comprised
of
representatives
from
EUMEA, A & A, BSD, LSSG, Communications,
Finance
and
Field
Engineering. They have been meeting
every day since the first of March to
write the specifications.
Their portion

of developing the system should be
completed by mid-April. The program
should be completely implemented in
early 1980.
"We expect this program to improve
parts availability, reduce overtime and
improve customer satisfaction, thereby
improving the FEs quality of life," states
Perkins.
He sees many other areas for him to
become involved, such as training and
future
planning.
But he's cautious
about making too many assumptions.
"I'm here to 'go to bat' for what the field
sees as most important. That's exciting,
because I can get involved in many
different issues thqt affect the quality of
life. That's what I'm here for."
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One of Sordello's
interests
is in
spreading
the good news about the
Recording
Technology
Center. He is
training three of his employees to give
presentations
on the work of the Center
to customers,
prospects and Memorex
Sales Force classes. Sordello himself
has
given
several
presentations
already, including
one at the Hartford
customer seminar in January and at the
New Orleans Quota Club.

Concentrated
efforts in new
designs are even more important in view of the fact that it
usually
takes
four to five
years
to
develop
a
technology.

Bob Quiring,
left, Service Planning
Engineer,
and Larry Miller, Systems
Engineer,
were
members of the 101 business team. The team was comprised of individuals
responsible
for input
from their areas of expertise-manufacturing,
quality, marketing,
and so forth. Quiring and
Miller have been helping to develop the 101 feature for over a year, and are shown here with a
365X string that utilizes the 101 feature.

101
(continued

"Memorex
is in a highly technical
business," he states. "The presentation
of the perti nent technology
is an integral
part of our marketing efforts. We market
very complex pieces of equipment and
we want every customer to know he's
getting
the very best in quality and
state-of-the-art
technology."
Keeping with that philosophy,
the
new labs currently being built in Building
14 will be 90% work space and 10%
showcase.
Prospective
customers
will
have an opportunity
to view some of the
lab work either personally or by looking
through windows which are being built in
the walls for such purpose.
The Recording
Technology
Center
employs
approximately
45 people.
Combined,
they represent
over 500
man-years
in digital
recording
experience. Sordello
himself spent over
18 years in the development
of digital
recording
technology
before joining
Memorex last year.
Some one said, "The more things
change, the more they'll never be the
same."
A look at the tremendous
growth
of the data processing
industry-where
it comes from, where it is
now and where it's going-proves
that
that point was never more accurate.
Sordello concurs, "There is no limit
to the growth potential of this industry.
The work in these laboratories
is ensuring a leadership role for Memorex in
that growth,
and I think we'll cause
more than a few of those changes to
happen ourselves."

from page one)

financial
investments.
The tests show
that the 101: 1) improves
job turnaround,
2) increases channel
utilization, 3) decreases RPS lockouts, and 4)
increases CPU utilization.
Bill Roch, National Sales Manager, is
enthusiastic
about the financial benefits of the 101 as well as the performance benefits. "Users should analyze
their environments
and examine the
potential performance
improvements of
the 101 to their operation,"
he states.
"They can best determine what financial improvements
they will realize with
the 101. I think they'll find that the
potential
exists
for extremely
high
returns on a very small investment."
Dave Borgeson, Los Angeles Sales
Rep,
landed
the
101 order
with

Aerospace,
Inc. According
to him, it
took almost a year to sell the account
on the Memorex
101. "We had stiff
competition
from STC and COC," he
reports. "In the end, though, two things
in particular persuaded the account to
go with Memorex.
Our 101 provides
dynamic
dual access simultaneously
through
alternate
string
controllers.
Aerospace felt this was more desirable
than the dual port COC was offering.
Aerospace was also impressed with the
references of our 3650."
Thus, the first order for the 101 was
won. Credit for a smooth installation of
367X with the 101 feature goes to Los
Angeles field engineers Don Fautt and
Glenn Lawrence. Mark Hill, Field Service Manager,
also helped with the
install. Aerospace
will also have the
365X with the 101 feature installed when
it becomes available.

Palmerston, Egerton
join SE staff
Dennis Palmerston,
left, has assumed the
position
of Manager,
Systems
Enginering
Services. He replaces Phil Dean, who has
moved to Sweden to be Memorex Manager
of Marketing
Support
for Scandanavia.
Palmerston
joined
Memorex
in 1970, and
previously
was Manager, Customer Service,
Communications
Group. Guy Egerton, right
joins the SE staff as Manager of the QCM
program.

